Undergraduate Faculties

Faculty of Law
By providing specialized education in law and government in a systematic and hierarchal fashion,
the Faculty of Law provides students with a deeper understanding of legal concepts, instilling the
knowledge necessary to determine the significance of laws and understand discussion of their
interpretation, and heightens an awareness of the systems of law, the courts and government, and
their operation at the international, national and regional levels. The courses are designed to
provide students with the specialized knowledge in law and politics needed to flexibly resolve a
wide variety of issues. To implement this educational approach, the course of study consists of
classes and practice based on research results in individual areas within the broad fields of law and
government, providing students with legal minds through specialized knowledge and practical
competence. The goal of the Faculty is to train legal minds capable of offering practical solutions
to the complex issues, incidents and discords of modern society, applying flexible thinking, a
systematic approach and balanced judgment in a comprehensive and ethical manner.

Department of Jurisprudence
Students in the Department of Jurisprudence
study the law and government through a
systematic curriculum that nurtures talented
graduates with a solid understanding of the
legal basics, who can interpret things from a
legal perspective. To assist students in
effectively entering their desired careers
after graduation, the curriculum is divided
into three courses: General Law, Law and
Public Affairs, and General Policy. The
General Law course is designed for students
planning careers in law, related specialty
fields, or business, covering the fundamentals
of law. The Law and Public Affairs course
covers primarily public and international law,
and is intended for students hoping to enter
public service or the foreign service. The
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General Policy course focuses on government
and policy and is intended for students
planning to work in local society, welfare, the
media, and similar fields.

Undergraduate Faculties

Department of Business Law
The Department of Business Law aims at
producing graduates prepared for the
responsibility of business management, aided
by a thorough knowledge of both law and
management, and professionals capable of
meeting the challenges of international
business. To assist students in attaining their
goals, the curriculum is divided into two
courses: Business Management and
International Studies. The Business
Management course serves the needs of
students planning on becoming entrepreneurs
or operating their own businesses, providing
them with practical legal knowledge in
corporate management. The International
Studies course is designed for students
interested in trade, foreign-capital businesses,

the travel industry, and similar fields,
providing them with the practical legal
knowledge as well as with the language skills
essential for careers in the international
business world.
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